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Step by Step Melbourne reveals this sporty capital through a selection of clearly laid-out walks and

tours, complemented by beautiful, full-color pictures, an authoritative narrative voice, and a wealth

of practical information, all in a compact package. The guide starts with Recommended Tours,

suggesting the bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s best tours for foodies, history fans, and those seeking the bohemian

subculture. In the Overview, an engaging introduction reveals essential background information on

MelbourneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s inhabitants, geography and architecture, plus the lowdown on food, drink,

shopping, entertainment, sporting events and local history. This provides all the background

information needed to set the walks and tours in context. The Walks and Tours section features 14

irresistible self-guided routes, from the CBD, the tree-lined boulevards of Carlton, and the

shabby-chic shopping and entertainment streets of Fitzroy, to the green lungs of the Kings Domain,

the upmarket suburbs of South Melbourne and seaside St Kilda, with trips further afield to the

Mornington Peninsula and wine- and cheese-producing Yarra Valley. All show step by step how to

get the most out of Melbourne and the surrounding area, with something for every budget, taste,

and trip length. Each of the tours has a clear, easy-to-follow map, hand-picked places to eat and

drink en route, and great insider tips. All this makes it simple for the reader to find the perfect tour for

the time they have to spare. The final section of the book is the Directory, incorporating a

user-friendly, fact-packed A to Z of practical information, plus select hotel, restaurant and nightlife

listings, which will lead the reader to the best that Melbourne has to offer. Ã‚Â 
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Amy Van, a resident of both Melbourne and Singapore, is a freelance contributor to a variety of

food, travel and lifestyle publications, as well as international travel guides.

This is a guide that offers very little help to see the city. If you want a walking tour it's fine, but there

is no help to rate sites or even fully describe them. We didn't even use it in Melbourne, and wound

up just throwing it away. There were friends who were going to travel to Melbourne subsequently,

but we didn't save the book for them since it was such a waste.

Very useful on our trip to this wonderful city. Compact & informative. Very practical. Used it daily

and referred to it to navigate the city with the public transportation system. Very similar to the

TimeOut series we used in Europe

MOstly has walks but enough background to make for a good travel guide. Provides good maps as

well. If you like to do a lot of self-guided activities, this is a good book to have

As described, arrived quickly, love the paperback format. I am looking forward to our trip to Australia

in the Spring.
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